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Dear Madam / Sir  

New South Wales Minerals Council collective bargaining application for 
authorisation AA1000473 — interested party consultation 

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (the ACCC) recently received an 
application for authorisation from the New South Wales Minerals Council and ten mining 
companies that export coal through the Port of Newcastle (the Applicants) to collectively 
bargain with Port of Newcastle Operations Pty Ltd (PNO). 

The mining companies are Glencore Coal, Yancoal, Peabody Energy, Bloomfield Collieries, 
Centennial Coal,  Malabar Coal; Whitehaven Coal, Hunter Valley Energy Coal, Idemitsu 
Australia, and MACH Energy Australia. 

The ACCC invites you to comment on the proposed collective bargaining conduct, including 
the Applicants request for urgent interim authorisation. Further information about the 
authorisation process is provided in the ACCC’s Guidelines for authorisation of conduct 
(non-merger). 

The application for authorisation 

The Applicants seek authorisation to collectively negotiate with PNO all terms and conditions 
of access relating to the export of coal from Port of Newcastle.  Specifically, the Applicants 
seek authorisation to: 

 collectively discuss and negotiate the terms and conditions of access, including price, 
to the Port of Newcastle (the Port) for the export of coal (and any other minerals) 
through the Port 

 discuss amongst themselves matters relating to the above discussion and 
negotiations,  and 

 enter into and give effect to contracts, arrangements or understandings with PNO 
containing common terms which relate to access to the Port and the export of 
minerals through the Port (the Proposed Collective Bargaining Conduct). 

Participation in the Proposed Collective Bargaining Conduct is voluntary, and no proposed 
collective boycott activity is included.  Authorisation is sought for ten years.  

A full copy of the application for authorisation is available on the ACCC’s Authorisations 
Public Register on its website. 

https://www.accc.gov.au/publications/guidelines-for-authorisation-of-conduct-non-merger
https://www.accc.gov.au/publications/guidelines-for-authorisation-of-conduct-non-merger
https://www.accc.gov.au/public-registers/authorisations-and-notifications-registers/authorisations-register
https://www.accc.gov.au/public-registers/authorisations-and-notifications-registers/authorisations-register
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Interim authorisation  

The Applicants have also requested urgent interim authorisation to commence collective 
negotiations with PNO in relation to the terms and conditions of a pro forma ten year pricing 
Deed recently offered to port users by PNO.  In particular, the Applicants submit that:1 

The industry is concerned that the ‘alternative’ terms and conditions as set out under the [10 year 
pricing] Deed are offered completely at PNO’s discretion, particularly as the 2020 Schedule of 
Charges came into effect on 1 January 2020. 

The Applicants advise that they seek urgent interim ‘so as to consider whether mutually 
beneficial outcomes may be reached in the most efficient way possible.’ 

The ACCC endeavours to deal with requests for interim authorisation quickly. In making an 
assessment as to whether it is appropriate to grant interim authorisation, the ACCC is not 
required to undertake a full assessment of the benefits and detriments likely to arise as a 
result of the proposed conduct. 

The ACCC decides whether to grant interim authorisation on a case by case basis. When it 
receives a request for interim authorisation, the ACCC will usually consider a range of 
factors, including: 

 harm to the applicant and other parties if interim is or is not granted 

 the urgency of the matter and  

 whether the market would be able to return to substantially its pre-interim state if the 
ACCC should later deny authorisation. 

Request for submissions 

The ACCC invites you to make a submission on the request for interim authorisation by 
Wednesday, 18 March 2020. 

Alternatively, if you would like to provide comments orally, please contact Jaime Martin (on 
03 9290 1477) or Anna Pound (on 03 9290 6920) to organise a suitable time. 

The ACCC also invites you to make a submission on the likely public benefits and effect on 
competition, or any other public detriment, from the Proposed Collective Bargaining 
Conduct.  

If you intend to provide a submission in relation to the substantive application for 
authorisation, please do so by Friday, 3 April 2020.  

All submissions should be emailed to adjudication@accc.gov.au with the subject 
‘AA1000473 – NSW Minerals Council – submission’.  

Submissions, including oral submissions, will be placed on the ACCC’s public register 
subject to any request for exclusion.  For further information, please refer to the ACCC’s 
publication Guidelines for excluding information from the public register. 

If you do not wish to make a submission at this time, but would like to be informed of the 
progress of the application, please provide a nominated contact email address for future 
correspondence.  

                                                
1 NSM Minerals Council supporting submission to application for authorisation AA1000473, 6 March 2020, paragraph 1.41. 

mailto:adjudication@accc.gov.au
https://www.accc.gov.au/publications/guidelines-for-excluding-confidential-information-from-the-public-register-for-authorisation-and-notification-processes
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You can also forward this letter to any other party who may wish to make a submission to 
the ACCC regarding the application. 

Timetable 

The ACCC will progress its assessment of the application in a timely manner. An indicative 
timetable is set out below for your information: 

6 March 2020 Lodgement of application and supporting submission. 

11 March 2020 Public consultation process begins. 

18 March 2020 Closing date for submissions on interim authorisation. 

20 March 2020 Applicant responds to public submissions on interim 
authorisation.  

March/April  ACCC decision regarding interim authorisation. 

3 April 2020  Closing date for submissions on the substantive 
application for authorisation from interested parties. 

April 2020 Applicant responds to issues raised in the public 
consultation process. 

May/June 2020 Draft determination. 

June/July 2020 Public consultation on draft determination including any 
conference if called. 

July/August 2020 Final determination. 

This letter has been placed on the ACCC’s public register. If you wish to discuss any aspect 
of this matter, please contact Jaime Martin on (03) 9290 1477 or Anna Pound on 
(03) 9290 6920, or via email at adjudication@accc.gov.au.  

Yours sincerely  

 
David Hatfield 
Director 
Adjudication  

mailto:adjudication@accc.gov.au
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NSW Minerals Council and ors – application for authorisation AA1000473 

Initial consultation process – list of interested parties 

 

1 Glencore Coal 

2 Yancoal Australia 

3 Peabody Energy 

4 Bloomfield Collieries 

5 Centennial Coal Company  

6 Malabar Coal 

7 Whitehaven 

8 Hunter Valley Energy Coal  

9 Idemitsu 

10 MACH Energy Australia 

11 Port of Newcastle Operations Pty Ltd 

 

12 Pacific National 

13 Aurizon 

14 Genesee & Wyoming  

15 Southern Shorthaul Railroad 

16 Australian Rail Track Corporation  

17 Newcastle Coal Infrastructure Group  

18 Port Waratah Coal Services 

19 Hunter Valley Coal Chain Coordinator 

 20 NSW Treasury 

21 Port Authority of NSW  

22 Transport for NSW  

23 National Competition Council  

24 The Treasury  

25 Australian Government Department of Infrastructure, 
Transport, Regional Development and Communications  
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	1. Overview
	1.1 The New South Wales Minerals Council (NSWMC) is the leading mining industry association in the State of New South Wales (NSW).  Many of the NSWMC's members are exporters of coal (and other commodities) from the Hunter Valley region through the Por...
	1.2 As a practical matter the Port is the only economically efficient means for mining companies to export bulk commodities such as coal from the Hunter Valley, Gunnedah Basin, Gloucester Basin, Newcastle and parts of the Western coalfield.  According...
	1.3 In these circumstances, the NSWMC and the other mining companies listed in Schedule One (Applicants) to this authorisation application to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC), are seeking to negotiate collectively with PNO for...
	1.4 The task of exporting coal from the Port involves vessels entering the Port, transiting the channels in the Port, tying up at the berths to load coal at the coal terminals and then once again transiting the channels before exiting the Port for del...
	1.5 Further, also having regard to the various disputes between PNO and Glencore in relation to access arrangements at the Port, the Applicants wish to make clear this application is in relation to the broad range of contractual arrangements involved ...
	1.6 While again in the past there has been various issues in the access dispute between PNO and Glencore over whether Glencore is entitled to negotiate with PNO in relation to these type of access arrangements (i.e. the scope of access), it would appe...
	1.7 As is well known publicly, in 2015, Glencore sought a declaration of the shipping channel at the Port from the National Competition Council (NCC).  While the NCC did not recommend declaration of the channel services and the relevant Minister did n...
	1.8 Glencore brought an access dispute to the ACCC which issued an access determination in 2018 for access charges of $0.6075 per gross tonne (ACCC Determination).1F   PNO appealed that ACCC arbitration determination to the Tribunal on 8 October 2018 ...
	1.9 It is noted that Glencore and the ACCC have challenged the Tribunal Determination No. 2.3F  However, even if the ACCC and Glencore are successful, while such a decision will have precedent value as to whether user funding can be included in the as...
	1.10 Following the revocation of the declaration of the Port, in November/December 2019 PNO sought to increase channel and berthing charges at the Port.  Having regard to Tribunal Determination No. 2, PNO has increased the channel charges effective 1 ...
	1.11 In these circumstances where:
	1.11.1 the mining industry does not benefit from the ACCC's appeal of Tribunal Determination No. 2; and
	1.11.2 because of the NCC's recommendation to revoke the declaration, the mining industry has no ability to have any access disputes arbitrated by the ACCC to address the imbalance in negotiating power between the mining companies and PNO,
	the Applicants are seeking to collectively negotiate as an industry, to achieve a long term commercial solution for channel and berthing charges that provides the industry with certainty for long term investment in the Hunter Valley region. The PNO me...

	1.12 PNO has also indicated that they desire long term certainty for investments in the Port. Specifically, PNO has suggested that the removal of the declaration allows PNO to invest in the Port; the coal industry has raised concerns that there is no ...
	1.13 The proposed conduct involves NSWMC on behalf of the members described in Schedule One seeking authorisation under the Competition & Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) (CCA) to:
	1.13.1 collectively discuss and negotiate the terms and conditions of access, including price to the Port for the export of coal (and any other minerals) through the Port;
	1.13.2 discuss amongst themselves matters relating to the above discussion and negotiations; and
	1.13.3 enter into and give effect to contracts, arrangements or understandings with PNO containing common terms which relate to access to the Port and the export of minerals through the Port (the Proposed Conduct).

	1.14 The Port has been used for commercial shipping for over 220 years.  It handles more than 25 different cargoes and approximately 2300 ship movements per annum.  There are 200 hectares of vacant port land available for development at the port, and ...
	1.15 Coal is the primary commodity exported through the Port.  Other commodities which pass through the port include:  imports of alumina, cement, fertiliser, fuels, machinery, project cargo and vehicles, grains, petroleum coke, pitch and tar products...
	1.16 Although the development of terminals within the Port precinct has been undertaken by private companies, until 2014 the Port Authority NSW, a government owned corporation of the State of New South Wales, was responsible for the overall developmen...
	1.17 As from 30 May 2014, certain functions which had previously been carried out by the Port Authority NSW were transferred to the new port operator, PNO as trustee for the Port of Newcastle Unit Trust ("Port of Newcastle Ops") through a long term le...
	1.18 Port of Newcastle Ops is jointly owned by investors The Infrastructure Fund (TIF) and China Merchants Port Holdings Company (CMPort).  TIF is an Australian infrastructure fund with a portfolio of Australian and overseas assets worth more than $2....
	1.19 The privatisation transaction was completed in May 2014 and generated gross proceeds of approximately $1.75 billion for the State of New South Wales.
	1.20 NSW port operators have statutory power to fix charges for certain port services (this is discussed in greater detail below).  Shortly after assuming its role as port operator, PNO published price increases and changes to the charging regime whic...
	1.21 As noted by the Tribunal in Tribunal Determination No. 1:
	1.22 The following table sets out the percentage price increases in relation to the navigation service charge (NSC) and the wharfage charge (WC), from 2014-2020, and from 2019-2020 respectively.  The pricing schedules for 2019 and 2020 have been annex...
	1.23 These significant price increases and associated uncertainty in relation to future pricing are the primary catalysts for this application.  The Applicants draw particular attention to the significant price increase for NSCs levied on vessels at t...
	1.24 As noted earlier in this Submission, the Applicants understand that the price increases are not associated with or offset by any increase in productivity, efficiency or service to be provided by PNO, and nor are they required for the purpose of f...
	1.25 The Applicants understand that there is no intention of the New South Wales Government to put in place any form of regulatory oversight for cost increases or importantly for any future fixing of price increases for the channels or any associated ...
	1.26 As noted in Tribunal Determination No. 1, in some cases of bottleneck infrastructure, there is a certified access regime or other effective regulatory framework to 'manage' the prices set by the monopoly owner or operator of that infrastructure f...
	1.27 As the port operator from May 2014 onwards, PNO has controlled the terms and conditions of access to the Port.  PNO has and may exercise the statutory powers conferred under Part 5 of the Ports and Maritime Administration Act 1995 (NSW) (PMAA) in...
	1.28 While the prices levied by PNO are subject to price reporting to the relevant Minister of the State of NSW under Part 6 of the PMAA, and the Minister may refer the pricing for investigation to the New South Wales Independent Pricing and Regulator...
	1.29 PNO has in the past claimed that there are some existing constraints on PNO in relation to its pricing structures (e.g. the price reporting mechanism under the PMAA).  However,  the fact is that at present, there are no direct regulatory constrai...
	1.30 Moreover, the existing practical price 'constraints' on PNO under legislation and under the contractual leasing arrangement between PNO and the State of NSW do not provide an effective substitute for access regulation.  As noted by the Tribunal:
	"the understandable commercial incentive to maximise its profitability, and its revenue, may be served in different ways at different times, depending upon the strength of the coal export market.  The fact remains (as noted above) that coal miners sup...
	1.31 As noted above, the Proposed Conduct involves NSWMC on behalf of the described members seeking authorisation under the CCA to:
	1.31.1 collectively discuss and negotiate the terms and conditions of access, including price, to the Port for the export of coal (and other minerals) through the Port;
	1.31.2 discuss amongst themselves matters relating to the above discussion and negotiations; and
	1.31.3 enter into and give effect to contracts, arrangements or understandings with PNO continuing common terms which relate to access to the Port and the export of minerals through the Port.

	1.32 As also noted above, the Proposed Conduct does not involve any collective boycott activity.
	1.33 This authorisation application seeks to allow each applicant to independently determine for themselves whether to accept the negotiated terms and conditions offered by PNO following the collective negotiations.  Each applicant is also able to fre...
	1.34 Authorisation is sought for a period of 10 years.  This reflects the prospective term of an access agreement and is consistent with the length of time that PNO has proposed in its long term agreement reflected in the Deed.  It also allows for ren...
	1.35 The Applicants consider that there are substantial public benefits that would arise if the authorisation were to be granted including the following:
	1.35.1 the key public benefit is that given that the coal exporters account for the majority of exports from the Port, an agreement with the coal exporters creates certainty for investment in the Hunter Valley, and that investment would facilitate emp...
	1.35.2 a significant public benefit that would arise through the collective negotiations facilitated by NSWMC would be that smaller miners (as well as larger miners) would also have the benefit of collective negotiations and the opportunity for a long...
	1.35.3 PNO's proposed long term access arrangements (as indicated in the proposed Deed) contemplate industry wide issues such as capital expenditure in the Port and are matters that are therefore appropriate to be discussed and negotiated at an indust...
	1.35.4 a long-term agreement with the coal industry as to future investment as well as the basis on which any user funded expenditure is included in PNO's cost base at both the current time and in the future would lead to more certainty in future pric...
	1.35.5 industry discussions will promote increased transparency on expenditure and cost allocation, which will lead to more efficient investment and therefore the promotion of improved pricing outcomes for the mining industry over time.

	1.36 The Proposed Conduct is likely to result in minimal, if any public detriment because of the following:
	1.36.1 the voluntary nature of the participation by the coal mining industry in the application;
	1.36.2 the absence of any requirement on PNO to collectively negotiate;
	1.36.3 there is no collective boycott activity proposed;
	1.36.4 as PNO already publishes its access terms and because it has also publicly provided its proposed long term access arrangements in the form of the proposed Deed, this transparency of PNO's pricing arrangements means that the Applicants are merel...

	1.37 PNO has already indicated as noted above that it would like to discuss future pricing and charges with its customers and this application facilitates such discussions with the industry.
	1.38 Further, while many of the companies participating in this application are large mining companies, given PNO's monopoly position at the Port, their size is irrelevant to this matter given that they have no practical option other than to use the P...
	1.39 The Applicants are seeking interim authorisation on the basis that:
	1.39.1 the Proposed Conduct is likely to have minimal impact on competition given the voluntary nature of the arrangements and that sensitive information such as downstream customers, customer pricing, volume projections, or marketing strategies will ...
	1.39.2 PNO has already sought to commence negotiations with many of the larger miners in relation to long term arrangements;
	1.39.3 consistent with the ACCC Determination which establishes access pricing that would apply to each user (and not on a volume basis), there is no need for the Applicants to exchange sensitive information such as volume projections, or marketing st...
	1.39.4 the interim authorisation will assist the Applicants in assessing the benefits and consequences of the terms and conditions offered by PNO under the Deed, particularly in circumstances where there is significant information asymmetry between th...

	1.40 PNO is not compelled to enter into the collective negotiations unless it chooses to do so but an interim collective authorisation will facilitate the opportunity for the Applicants to start discussions with PNO (if PNO so wishes).
	1.41 The NSWMC is seeking an interim authorisation from the ACCC on an urgent basis, given the uncertainty Port users and the industry is currently facing in relation to the terms and conditions of access, including price. The industry is concerned th...

	2. Background information
	2.1 The Hunter Valley export supply chain is the largest coal export operation in the world. In 2018-19, NSW exported 168 million tonnes of coal. 161 million tonnes of this, or 96%, was exported through Newcastle, with the remainder exported through P...
	2.2 The coal mines exporting through the Hunter Valley employ the vast majority of the 22,300 people directly employed by the NSW coal mining industry (Coal Services). Data collected by NSWMC indicates the NSW coal industry directly spent $9.8 billion...
	2.3 Coal from Newcastle is exported to around 20 countries primarily in the Asian region.  Japan has the largest customer base, receiving 44% of exports from Newcastle during 2018-19. China, Korea and Taiwan accounted for a further 44%.  Most of the c...
	2.4 The Hunter Valley Coal Chain is made up of coal producers (or mines), rail haulage providers, the Australian Rail Track Corporation ("ARTC"), three export terminals, port managers and the Hunter Valley Coal Chain Coordinator ("HVCCC"). These are d...
	2.5 There are more than 35 operating coal mines operated by 11 coal producers that export through Newcastle, with as well as other coal projects in various stages of exploration and development.
	2.6 Coal producers exporting through the port include:
	2.6.1 Glencore, which is New South Wales' largest coal producer and operates several mines and mining complexes across the Newcastle, Hunter Valley and Western Coalfields
	2.6.2 BHP, which operates the Mt Arthur complex, the largest mine in the Hunter Valley, located near Muswellbrook.
	2.6.3 Peabody Energy Australia, which operates the Wambo mine in the Hunter Valley and the Wilpinjong mines in the Western Coalfield.
	2.6.4 Yancoal Australia Limited, which operates several mines in the Hunter Valley, Newcastle and Western Coalfields.
	2.6.5 Whitehaven Coal, which operates several mines in the Gunnedah Basin.
	2.6.6 MACH Energy, which operates the Mt Pleasant mine in the Hunter Valley.
	2.6.7 New Hope Group, which operates the Bengalla Mine in the Hunter Valley.
	2.6.8 The Bloomfield Group, which is an Australian owned group of private companies which operates in the Hunter Valley that operates two open cut coal mines:  Bloomfield at East Maitland and Rix's Creek at Singleton.
	2.6.9 Centennial, which operates the Mandalong, Myuna and Newstan mines in the Newcastle coalfield.
	2.6.10 Idemitsu, which owns the Boggabri mine in the Gunnedah Basin and the Muswellbrook mine in the Hunter Valley.
	2.6.11 Delta Coal, which owns the Chain Valley mine approximately 60km south of Newcastle and directly adjacent to the Vales Point Power Station.

	2.7 Other mines at various stages of planning may export through the port in the future, including Malabar Coal’s Spur Hill and Maxwell proposals.
	2.8 Rail infrastructure in the Hunter Valley is extensive.  It involves in general terms:
	2.8.1 coal producers entering into access agreements with ARTC which provide a contractual commitment for below rail path availability and use of ARTC's rail track network;
	2.8.2 operator agreements entered into between ARTC and accredited above rail operators to operate on the ARTC rail track; and
	2.8.3 rail haulage agreements between coal producers and above rail operators for the haulage of coal from mine to port.

	2.9 The railway corridor used is part of the Main North railway line.  The Hunter Valley rail infrastructure is owned by the State Government-owned RailCorp and managed by the Federal Government-owned ARTC under a 60 year lease until 2064.  The other ...
	2.10 The Hunter Valley coal network consists of a dedicated double track 'coal line' between Port Waratah and Maitland, a shared double track line (with increasingly significant stretches of third track) from Maitland to Muswellbrook, and a shared sin...
	2.11 ARTC is vertically separated, providing 'below-rail' services (such as the rail track infrastructure) but not 'above-rail' services (such as haulage).  ARTC provides a single point of contact for parties seeking to run trains on the Hunter Valley...
	2.12 ARTC is responsible for managing the network and granting access to the network.
	2.13 All but a very small proportion of the export coal shipped through the Port is transported via rail.  Most of this coal comes from a series of mines and coal loaders throughout the Hunter Valley, Gunnedah, Western, Gloucester and Newcastle coal b...
	2.14 Export coal also arrives at the terminal from a small number of mines to the south of Newcastle.  This traffic operates on the RailCorp network as far as Broadmeadow.
	2.15 There are four operators currently providing rail haulage services to coal producers in the Hunter Valley Coal Chain:
	2.15.1 Pacific National (fully owned by the Asciano Group), which is the largest coal hauler in NSW.
	2.15.2 Aurizon, which commenced operations in the Hunter Valley in 2005.
	2.15.3 Genesee & Wyoming, which acquired Glencore Rail in December 2016.
	2.15.4 Southern Shorthaul Railroad (SSR), which entered the coal haulage market in 2010.

	2.16 All of these above and below rail operators participate in the Hunter Valley Coal Chain exporting coal to the two main coal export terminals, NCIG and PWCS.
	2.17 There are three coal terminals at Newcastle Port, which receive coal from the mines, stockpile it and load it to vessels for export. The terminals are owned by coal producers and investors. Two of these terminals are located on Kooragang Island, ...
	2.17.1 Newcastle Coal Infrastructure Group (NCIG) – NCIG is located on Kooragang Island and is the newest of the three terminals, beginning operations in 2010. NCIG has a total handling capacity of 66 million tonnes per annum.
	2.17.2 Port Waratah Coal Services (PWCS) Carrington Coal Terminal – PWCS began operating what is now Carrington Coal Terminal in 1976. It has a total handling capacity of 25 million tonnes per annum.
	2.17.3 PWCS Kooragang Island Coal Terminal – Kooragang Island began operating in 1984 and has expanded to reach a total handling capacity of 120 million tonnes per annum.

	2.18 Coal mining in the Hunter Valley region is supported by a significant array of related mining services from exploration services in the nature of geological and drilling services, to equipment provision services, mining safety services and mining...
	2.19 Service providers to the infrastructure (rail track, port terminals, berths) and co-ordination of the supply chain also make up a considerable portion of the wider specialist services industry.
	2.20 Coal exports from Newcastle remain strong as demand for NSW’s high quality thermal and metallurgical coal from both traditional and emerging markets continues.  Nonetheless there is significant cost pressures on the coal industry to be efficient ...
	2.21 In particular, the industry view is that infrastructure charges (especially port infrastructure charges) have a material impact on the competitiveness of the relevant markets and the commercial ability / incentive for industry participants to inv...
	2.22 Moreover, PNO has sought to leverage its infrastructure monopoly to the fullest extent in various other rent seeking ways, in a deregulated environment ripe for such conduct. For example, as discussed further below, the Deed seeks to:
	2.22.1 protect PNO from changes in tax and other laws by enabling it to pass on any adverse effects of those changes to users who have no alternative to the Port for the export of coal;
	2.22.2 keep PNO's shareholders harmless from any "material" changes in the operating environment in the mining industry that would allow PNO to increase charges to maintain the rate of return for its shareholders;
	2.22.3 veil from objective scrutiny PNO's further investments in the Port which may have the effect of preventing Port users from being able to access data and assess whether such investments / expenditures by PNO are justified and efficient (and even...

	2.23 The NSWMC and the Applicants believe that the encouragement of long-term investment solutions underpinned by pricing certainty for infrastructure is crucial to securing a future for efficient coal exports in the Hunter Valley region. Without this...
	2.24 As noted above, PNO has materially increased prices since taking over as the Port operator in 2014.  By way of example, the price increase just from 2019-2020 in relation to the NSC was 33.5%.  In December 2019, PNO released its price schedule fo...
	2.25 However, the pricing mechanism set out under the Deed does not actually provide users with pricing certainty.  The Deed provides PNO with a number of "re-openers" and mechanisms by which it may adjust the price for use of the Port based on factor...
	2.26 Item 6 of the annexure to the Deed relevantly provides that the "Covered Vessel Specific Charges will not be varied by PON during the Initial Term, except for the following variations:
	(a) Annual Adjustment
	(b) Change in Tax or law
	(i) PON pays or bears, or is required to pay or bear; or
	(ii) will result in PON bearing increased costs or being able to recover less revenue,

	(c) Material change event
	(a) increase the costs (including operating and capital expenditure costs) to PON of providing the Vessel Services; or
	(b) reduce the equity rate of return (ERR) for the equity investors in PON,

	(d) Capex investment

	2.27 Authorisation will allow the Applicants to negotiate an efficient price with PNO.
	Background on the Glencore / PNO access dispute
	2.28 The background to the Glencore / PNO access dispute sets the scene for the difficulties faced by the mining industry in negotiating with PNO and why in the absence of the authorisation, it would be very difficult for the mining industry to negoti...
	2.29 The history of the access dispute is noted in the ACCC Determination:
	2.29.1 on 10 November 2015, the NCC recommended to the Minister that the Service not be declared under section 44F of the CCA;
	2.29.2 on 8 January 2016, the Minister decided not to declare the Service as recommended by the NCC, and published his decision under section 44H(1) CCA;
	2.29.3 on 29 January 2016, Glencore applied to the Tribunal under section 44K(2) CCA for review of the Minister's decision;
	2.29.4 on 31 May 2016, the Tribunal gave its reasons for setting aside the decision of the Minister that was made under section 44H(1) CCA;
	2.29.5 on 16 June 2016, the Tribunal made its orders setting aside the decision of the Minister and declared the Service pursuant to section 44K(8) CCA for the period commencing on 8 July 2016 and expiring on 7 July 2031;
	2.29.6 on 14 July 2016, PNO applied for judicial review of the Tribunal's decision;
	2.29.7 on 4 November 2016, Glencore notified the ACCC of an access dispute under section 44S CCA and the arbitration process commenced;
	2.29.8 on 16 August 2017, the Full Federal Court dismissed PNO's application for judicial review of the Tribunal's decision;
	2.29.9 on 12 September 2017, PNO filed an application for special leave to appeal the Full Federal Court's decision before the High court;
	2.29.10 on 23 March 2018, PNO's special leave application was dismissed by the High Court;
	2.29.11 on 2 July 2018, PNO applied to the NCC to recommend that the Minister revoke the declaration of the Port;
	(a) on 26 July 2019, the NCC made a recommendation to the Minister under section 44J(1) CCA that the declaration of the Port be revoked;
	(b) following the expiration of the 60-day period14F  during which the Minister may make its decision as to whether or not to revoke the declaration of the Port and the Minister not doing so, it was taken that a decision to revoke the declaration of t...

	2.29.12 on 18 September 2018, the ACCC released the ACCC Determination, noting inter alia that user funded contributions should not be included in the calculation of PNO's initial regulated asset base, as this this will ensure that users do not pay fo...

	2.30 Subsequently, PNO appealed the ACCC's findings to the Tribunal.  On 30 December 2019, the Tribunal concluded that user funding cannot be deducted from calculations of the regulated asset base, which has effectively resulted in a material price in...
	2.31 Glencore has filed an appeal of the Tribunal's decision to the Federal Court.  However, even if it were to be successful in having the Tribunal's finding in relation to user funding overturned, any favourable pricing adjustments would apply only ...
	2.32 Without authorisation of the Proposed Conduct, the Applicants would not be able to discuss relevant matters (including price) relating to use of the Port with each other.  Moreover, these users would not be able to collectively discuss and negoti...
	2.33 As explained above, the Hunter Valley coal supply chain is made up of coal producers, above rail haulage providers, the Australian Rail Track Corporation which provides below rail (track) infrastructure, three export port terminals (being Carring...
	2.34 In the decades prior to the privatisation of the Port in May 2014, the users contributed very significant sums to the State of NSW to develop the port assets and infrastructure.  Such user funded contributions were accepted by the ACCC to amount ...
	2.35 As noted in the ACCC Determination, there were two major tranches of user funded works, being the Harbour Deepening Project (1977-83) and the South Arm channel and berth pocket dredging (primarily 1989-2010) that included development works of lan...
	2.36 User funded (and combined user and State funded) contributions to assets have increased the Port's capacity significantly.  Notably, the port assets that were developed through user funded contributions are perpetual assets (i.e. channel and bert...

	3. Authorisation Sought
	3.1 As noted above, the Proposed Conduct involves Applicants seeking authorisation under the CCA to:
	3.1.1 collectively discuss and negotiate the terms and conditions of access, including price, to the Port for the export of minerals through the Port;
	3.1.2 discuss amongst themselves matters relating to the above discussion and negotiations; and
	3.1.3 enter into and give effect to contracts, arrangements or understandings with PNO containing common terms which relate to access to the Port and the export of minerals through the Port.

	3.2 The Proposed Conduct does not involve any collective boycott activity.
	3.3 In this application, "Applicants" includes successors, assignees, related body corporates and associated entities and joint venture partners of each Applicant.  This will ensure that the authorisation properly provides statutory immunity for all r...
	3.4 Participation in the conduct authorised by the ACCC will be voluntary:
	3.4.1 PNO will not be required to negotiate collectively with the Applicants – authorisation merely provides the opportunity to do so;
	3.4.2 The Applicants retain complete discretion on whether or not to negotiate collectively with PNO – authorisation merely provides the opportunity to do so.

	3.5 The class of parties able to collectively negotiate under the proposed authorisation is not closed.  Pursuant to section 88(1) of the CCA, the authorisation is sought on terms that would allow other access seekers / Port users to have the benefit ...
	3.6 The Applicants acknowledge that the proposed authorisation will not operate to permit any collusion or information sharing that would allow them to agree prices or other terms and conditions in respect of the coal production services which they of...
	3.7 The reasons for the Proposed Conduct have been set out above in this Submission but derive from the need for the NSW mining industry to have a means to collectively negotiate with PNO, consistent with and compliant with the provisions of the CCA s...
	3.8 The need for collective negotiations with PNO arise because it is an infrastructure monopoly service provider that enjoys the commercial benefits of that position in circumstances where the Port was privatised at the end of a multi user export sup...
	3.9 As set out in this Submission authorisation is sought for a period of 10 years for the purposes of allowing collective negotiations during the time period contemplated by PNO's proposed Deed and given that the pricing contained therein involves va...
	3.10 As set out in this Submission interim authorisation is being sought on an urgent basis.

	4. The Test for Authorisation
	4.1 The CCA sets out the relevant provisions that the ACCC must follow in relation to this authorisation application for the Applicants to be able to engage in the Proposed Conduct.  This section of the Submission sets out the factual matters that the...
	4.2 In the absence of authorisation of the Proposed Conduct, the Applicants would not be able to collectively discuss with PNO industry issues relating to access to the Port and the provisions of the proposed Deed that PNO has issued, particularly in ...
	4.3 The Applicants are seeking to negotiate terms of access to the Port so that the primary market affected by the application is the market for the provision of infrastructure access at the Port, although there are in theory other affected markets th...

	5. Significant Public Benefits
	5.1 Having regard to the nature of the services provided by PNO and that it is a monopoly infrastructure service provider where it sets terms and conditions for access, the Applicants submit that there are substantial efficiencies arising from collect...
	5.2 The Applicants note that the proposed collective bargaining conduct for which authorisation is sought is voluntary in nature and PNO is not mandatorily compelled to engage in collective negotiations as part of the proposed arrangement. However, al...
	5.3 The Applicant submits that the authorisation will facilitate an industry discussion on industry issues relevant to the Port as the only practical export gateway from the Hunter Valley, as to capital expenditure relating to services to be provided ...
	5.4 The NSWMC believes that industry negotiations with PNO would lead to transaction cost savings for both PNO and also the mining industry as they would focus on key industry issues that would otherwise be inefficient if PNO sought to negotiate minin...
	5.5 The authorisation if granted would provide increased certainty in investment that would facilitate increased usage of PNO's services on a more efficient basis.  It is the efficiencies derived from the requested authorisation that are likely to be ...
	5.6 In particular, the requested authorisation would promote a material increase in competition in a number of dependent markets, including the following:
	5.6.1 the coal export market;
	(a) mining export infrastructure occupies a strategic position in the mineral export industry, and provides services required to compete in the dependent seaborne coal and other mineral markets;
	(b) considering the current economic climate and experience of Australian coal producers,16F  even incremental cost increases at the margin may have the degree of impact to drive coal producers to exit the market, which would inevitably have repercuss...

	5.6.2 the markets for the acquisition and disposal of exploration and / or mining authorities (the Tenements Market);
	(a) with authorisation, owners of tenements will have increased incentives and confidence to invest in the exploration of their tenement(s), either for the purpose of developing the tenement itself or obtaining more information about the tenement to i...
	(b) sellers will enjoy greater competition amongst buyers when selling their tenements, thereby driving up price and activity in the Tenements Market;
	(c) the NSW Government (as the originating seller of tenements) will benefit from increased competition in the bidding for licences, underpinned by pricing certainty in relation to Port access prices;

	5.6.3 the markets for services such as geological and drilling services, construction, operation and maintenance (the Specialist Services Market);
	(a) if competition is materially increased in the Tenements Market, this will likely have a positive flow-on effect to the Specialist Services Market, as there will be increased demand for the specialist services which would be involved in developing ...



	6. Minimal (If Any) Detriment
	6.1 As set out in this Submission, PNO has already publicly indicated that it wishes to deal with its customers rather than have ongoing litigation as to the pricing at the Port.  However, it is up to PNO if it wishes to engage in the collective negot...
	6.2 The exchange of information between the Applicants and the reaching of an understanding only relates to the Proposed Conduct. Information will only be shared to the extent that it is reasonably necessary for, and related to, this purpose. The Prop...
	6.3 The NSWMC notes that in any event the companies listed in Schedule One are generally large and sophisticated mining companies which have compliance processes in place to ensure that no information is exchanged that would be problematic under the C...

	7. Why Authorisation Should be Granted
	7.1 The NSWMC strongly submits that the application should be granted by the ACCC for the reasons set out in this Submission.  Since privatisation of the Port in 2014 and the subsequent price increases, the Port has not been subject to any form of reg...
	7.2 The application provides the opportunity for the industry to seek a solution to issues such as long term pricing at the Port, and in particular, creating certainty as to user funded expenditures and for investment in the future by both PNO and the...
	7.3 While there is no certainty that there will be an industry agreement with PNO as to access issues at the Port, the authorisation would allow conditions to allow the mining companies to have such discussions that would facilitate certainty for long...


	Annexure 1 PoN Pricing Deed (003).pdf
	(a) the Navigation Service Charge for Covered Vessels; and
	(b) the Wharfage Charge in respect of [coal] loaded onto a Covered Vessel. 
	(a) at least 14 days prior to the Covered Vessel entering the Port Channel, the vessel and cargo details prescribed by PON that are provided to the relevant coal terminal as part of the nomination process; and
	(b) at least 24 hours before the Covered Vessel enters the Port Channel, the following information:
	(i) the name of the Covered Vessel; 
	(ii) the Covered Vessel's International Maritime Organization (IMO) Number; 
	(iii) [name and contact details of the Covered Vessel's agent];
	(iv) proposed berth; 
	(v) coal destination port and country; 
	(vi) contracted tonnes to be loaded; 
	(vii) the mine(s) the coal has been mined from and the owner of each identified mine;
	(viii) the name and contact details of the Covered Vessel owner; 
	(ix) [the charterer of the Covered Vessel];
	(x) the name and contact details of each consignee of coal to be loaded onto the Covered Vessel [and, if not previously provided to PON, an original executed copy of the Consignee Commitment Document for each such consignee duly executed by that consignee]; and
	(xi) the operator of the Covered Vessel (if different from Covered Vessel's owner); and

	(c) within 24 hours of the Covered Vessel's departure from the Port Channel:
	(i) the Vessel Manifest;
	(ii) Draft Survey Report;
	(iii) Mates Receipt; and
	(iv) vessel demurrage hours and costs incurred by vessel charterer (in $US) and the nominated cause of the demurrage.

	(a) Annual Adjustment
	Where:  
	C1 is the amount of the relevant Covered Vessel Specific Charge (excluding GST) immediately before the Adjustment Date
	CPI means the consumer price index number published by the Australian Statistician for Australia-All Groups
	Current CPI means the CPI for the quarter ending 30 September in the calendar year immediately preceding the Adjustment Date (Current Contract Year)
	Previous CPI means the CPI for the quarter ending 30 September in the calendar year immediately before the Current Contract Year 
	(b) Change in Tax or law
	(i) PON pays or bears, or is required to pay or bear; or
	(ii) will result in PON bearing increased costs or being able to recover less revenue,

	(c) Material change event
	(i) increase the costs (including operating and capital expenditure costs) to PON of providing the Vessel Services; or
	(ii) reduce the equity rate of return (ERR) for the equity investors in PON,

	(d)  Capex investment
	The Dispute Resolution Process will also apply in respect of all other Disputes.
	(a) measures that can be introduced to improve the efficiency of delivery of any Vessel Services to Covered Vessels; 
	(b) PON's delivery of Vessel Services, including (as they relate to the delivery of the Vessel Services):
	(i) PON's capital expenditure;
	(ii) any proposed variation to PON's fees and charges;
	(iii)  PON's costs of operations;
	(iv)  the Port User's future needs, including the Port User's estimates of [coal] to be shipped from the Port on Covered Vessels in the next 6 month period;
	(v) the application of these special pricing arrangements; and
	(vi)  any other matters agreed between PON and the Port User (each acting reasonably); and

	(c) respective market insights of the parties, including volume forecasts and shipment destinations.
	(a) A Liability arising under this deed is limited to and can be enforced against the Trustee only to the extent to which it can be satisfied out of the property of the Trust out of which the Trustee is actually indemnified for the Liability.
	(b) No person will be entitled to:
	(i) Claim from or commence proceedings against the Trustee in respect of any Liability under this deed in any capacity other than as trustee for the Trust;
	(ii) seek the appointment of a receiver, receiver and manager, liquidator, an administrator or any similar office-holder to any property of the Trustee, or prove in any liquidation, administration or arrangement of or affecting the Trustee, except in relation to the property of the Trust; or
	(iii) enforce or seek to enforce any judgment in respect of a Liability under this deed against the Trustee in any capacity other than as trustee of the Trust.

	(c) The limitations of Liability and restrictions in this Item 14 will not apply in respect of any obligation or Liability of the Trustee to the extent that it is not satisfied because under the agreement governing the Trust or by operation of law there is a reduction in the extent of the indemnification of the Trustee out of the assets of the Trust as a result of fraud, negligence or breach of trust of the Trustee or the Trustee waiving or agreeing to amend the rights of indemnification it would otherwise have out of the assets of the Trust.
	(d) The limitation of liability in this Item 14 applies despite any other provision of this deed.
	(e) In this Item 14:
	(i) Claim includes a claim, cause of action, notice, demand, action, proceeding, litigation, investigation, judgement, damage, loss, cost, expense or liability however arising, whether present, unascertained, immediate, future or contingent, whether based in contract, tort (including negligence), statute or otherwise and whether involving a third party or a party to this deed; and
	(ii) Liability includes all liabilities, losses, damages, costs, charges and expenses however arising, whether present, unascertained, immediate, future or contingent, whether based in contract, tort (including negligence), statute or otherwise including where arising under any Claim.

	(a) (Confidentiality) The existence of and the terms of this deed, and any information disclosed to a party pursuant to this deed, is confidential (Confidential Information).
	(b) (Keep confidential) Subject to Item 16(c), each party must keep the Confidential Information confidential and not themselves nor through their servants, agents or employees directly or indirectly disclose Confidential Information to another person.
	(c) (Exceptions) A party may disclose Confidential Information:
	(i) to a professional adviser, financial adviser, banker, financier or auditor if that other person is obliged to keep the information confidential;
	(ii) to comply with any applicable law, or any requirement of any regulatory body (including any relevant stock exchange);
	(iii) to any of its employees on a confidential basis to whom it is necessary to disclose the information;
	(iv) to obtain the consent of any third party to any term of, or to any act pursuant to, this deed;
	(v) to enforce its rights or to defend any claim or action under this deed;
	(vi) to a related body corporate on a confidential basis;
	(vii) [to a party who proposes to enter into a Consignee Commitment Document;] or
	(viii) if the information has come into the public domain through no fault of that party.

	Schedule 1 - Reference Schedule
	Schedule 2 - Covered Vessel Specific Charges
	1. Navigation Service Charge
	$0.8121 (exclusive of GST) per vessel gross tonne from the Commencement Date calculated by reference to the gross tonnage of the relevant Covered Vessel, adjusted over the Initial Term pursuant to Item 6 of this deed.
	2. Wharfage Charge
	$0.0802 (exclusive of GST) from the Commencement Date per Revenue Tonne of [coal6F ] loaded onto the relevant Covered Vessel, adjusted over the Initial Term pursuant to Item 6 of this deed.
	Schedule 3 - Dispute Resolution Process
	1.1 PON and the Port User are committed to the fair and final resolution of commercial disputes proactively and constructively without unnecessary delay or expense and, where possible, informally and quickly in a cost effective manner.

	2. Raising a Dispute
	2.1 Where:
	(a)  the Port User wishes to raise a Dispute with PON; or
	(b) PON wishes to raise a Dispute with the Port User,

	2.2 The Dispute Notice must be in writing and include details of:
	(a) the nature of the Dispute;
	(b) the outcome sought by the party in relation to the Dispute; and
	(c) the action on the part of the other party which the party believes will resolve the Dispute.

	2.3 The parties agree and the Port User accepts that no Dispute may be raised by the Port User that is an Excluded Dispute.

	3. Resolving the Dispute
	3.1 Within 7 days of a party providing the other party with a Dispute Notice, senior representatives of each party must meet and undertake genuine and good faith negotiations with a view to resolving the Dispute expeditiously by joint discussion.
	3.2 If the Dispute is not resolved in accordance with clause 3.1 within 14 days of a party providing the Dispute Notice to the other, then the Dispute shall be mediated in accordance with the ACICA Mediation Rules. The mediation shall take place in Sy...
	3.3 If the Dispute has not been settled pursuant to the ACICA Mediation Rules within 28 days of a party providing the Dispute Notice to the other or within such other period as the parties may agree in writing, the Dispute shall be resolved by arbitra...
	(a) the seat of arbitration shall be Sydney, Australia;
	(b) the language of the arbitration shall be English;
	(c) the number of arbitrators shall be one; and
	(d) the parties designate the laws applicable in the State of New South Wales as applicable to the substance of the Dispute.


	4. Matters to be taken into account in Permitted Price Disputes
	4.1 To the extent the Dispute to be resolved is a Permitted Price Dispute:
	(a) a mediator in conducting a mediation must take into account; and
	(b) an arbitrator in making any award must apply,

	4.2 The matters that must be taken into account by a mediator and applied by the arbitrator in resolving a Permitted Price Dispute are:
	(a) the provisions in Item 6 of this deed;
	(b) PON's legitimate business interests and investment in the port or port facilities, including a reasonable opportunity to recover over the Leasehold Period the efficient cost of the service provided at the Port of Newcastle, which recovery shall in...
	(i) the value of its Initial Capital Base and any updates thereof;
	(ii) a reasonable rate of return on the value of all assets comprising its Initial Capital Base and any updates thereof; and
	(iii) the return over the Leasehold Period of the total value of the assets comprising its Initial Capital Base and any updates thereof;

	(c) the costs to PON of providing the service (including the costs of any necessary modification to, or extension of, a port facility) but not costs associated with losses arising from increased competition in upstream or downstream markets;
	(d) the economic value to PON of any additional investment that the Port User or PON has agreed to undertake;
	(e) the interests of all persons holding contracts for use of any relevant port facility;
	(f) firm and binding contractual obligations of PON or other persons (or both) already using any relevant port facility;
	(g) the operational and technical requirements necessary for the safe and reliable provision of the service;
	(h) the economically efficient operation of any relevant port facility;
	(i) the benefit to the public from having competitive markets;
	(j) that prices should allow multi-part pricing and price discrimination when it aids efficiency;
	(k) that prices should not allow a vertically integrated service provider to set terms and conditions that would discriminate in favour of either its upstream or downstream operations, except to the extent that the cost of providing services to others...
	(l) that prices should provide incentives to reduce costs or otherwise improve productivity.


	5. General
	5.1 The terms of this Dispute Resolution Process govern the resolution of all Disputes to the exclusion of other forms of dispute resolution unless agreed to by the parties.  Neither the Port User, PON, nor any person acting on their behalf, may comme...
	(a) an Insolvency Event affects, or is reasonably likely to affect imminently, either PON or the Port User, and the other party reasonably considers it necessary to commence court proceedings in relation to a Dispute to preserve its position with resp...
	(b) PON or the Port User is seeking to enforce unpaid debts;
	(c) PON or the Port User is seeking urgent interlocutory relief; or
	(d) the relevant Dispute relates to a material failure by PON or the Port User to comply with this Dispute Resolution Process.

	5.2 The parties agree that no appeal may be made to the Court on a question of law arising out of an award of the arbitrator appointed under this Dispute Resolution Process.
	5.3 The particulars of the Dispute, any negotiation, mediation or arbitration and any terms of resolution including any Award must be kept strictly confidential by PON and the Port User.

	6. DEFINITIONS
	(a) the amount of the Navigation Service Charge for Covered Vessels, where the amount of the Navigation Service Charge per gross tonne for Covered Vessels does not exceed $0.8121 (exclusive of GST) per vessel gross tonne in 2020, and each subsequent A...
	(b) the amount of the Wharfage Charge in respect of [coal7F ] loaded onto Covered Vessels, where the amount of that Wharfage Charge does not exceed $0.0802 (exclusive of GST) per revenue tonne in 2020, and each subsequent Annual Adjustment in the amou...

	Schedule 4 - Defined Terms
	[where the Port User is a Vessel Agent.[PON note: PON has assumed that vessel charterers will contract with PON through agents - but PON is happy to consider direct contractual arrangements with the principal charterer]]
	a vessel that:
	(a) is loaded with coal at the Port in respect of which the Vessel Agent is a person referred to in section 48(4)(b) of the PAMA Act for that vessel's visit to the Port or is the charterer of the vessel for that vessel's visit to the Port for the purposes of section 48(2) (b) of the PAMA Act (Calling Coal Vessel); and
	(b) unless otherwise agreed in writing by PON, where each consignee of coal loaded onto the Calling Coal Vessel has duly executed and provided to PON not later than 24 hours before the Vessel enters the Port Channel a Consignee Commitment Document.
	[OR where the Port User is a Vessel Operator]
	a vessel that is owned by the Vessel Operator within the meaning of section 48(2)(a) of the PAMA that is to be loaded with coal at the Port during the applicable visit to the Port.
	[OR where the Port User is a Producer]  
	a vessel that is loaded with and carries out of the Port:
	(a) Producer Coal and no other coal; or
	(b) Producer Coal and other coal in respect of which PON has agreed that the Navigation Service Charge and Wharfage Charge are the same for that other coal as the Covered Vessel Specific Charges, and, unless otherwise agreed in writing by PON, no other coal.
	Schedule 5 - Consignee Deed Poll13F
	1. Term
	2. Consignee's undertakings
	(a) The Consignee:
	(i) acknowledges and confirms to PON that it has been provided with a copy of the Primary Deed; and
	(ii) the Consignee covenants to PON that:
	A. it accepts and agrees that the Covered Vessel Specific Charges will apply in respect of Consignee coal loaded onto Covered Vessels and to such Covered Vessels, in accordance with the terms of the Primary Deed; and
	B. it agrees that the Dispute Resolution Process as set out in Schedule 3 of the Primary Deed will apply (as if references to the "Port User" are to the "Consignee") and be the exclusive dispute resolution process to resolve any Dispute between PON an...



	3. Warranties
	(a) warrants to PON that each of the following warranties is true and correct:
	(i) the Consignee is properly incorporated and validly existing under the laws of its jurisdiction of incorporation or registration;
	(ii) the Consignee has the legal right and full power and capacity to:
	A. execute and deliver this deed poll; and
	B. perform its obligations under this deed poll,

	and has obtained all necessary authorisations and consents and taken all other actions necessary to enable it to do so; and
	(iii) this deed poll constitutes valid legal and binding obligations of the Consignee and is enforceable against the Consignee in accordance with its terms; and

	(b) acknowledges that PON has accepted this deed poll in reliance on the warranties given in this clause 3.

	4. Miscellaneous
	4.1 Definitions and interpretation
	4.2 Governing law
	4.3 Amendment or revocation
	4.4 Further acts and documents
	The Consignee must do all further acts and execute and deliver all further documents (in the form and content reasonably satisfactory to PON) required by law or reasonably requested by PON to give effect to this deed poll.
	EXECUTED as a deed poll on this ____ day of ___________ .
	[*Note: if the Consignee is not an Australian registered company - execution block to be substituted for appropriate legally binding execution under place of registration/incorporation]
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